
BOMBING OF DARWIN ESSAY

The Bombing of Darwin, on 19 February was both the first and the biggest single attack mounted by a foreign power on
Australia. Japanese aircraft.

Although dealing with dazed and frightened people presented them with an incredible challenge, neither man
performed well that day. The attacks on Darwin were not part of a direct plan for Japan to invade the
Australian mainland, but rather the Japanese were preparing to invade Timor and thought it was in their best
interests to make sure the allies could not launch a counter-offensive attack from Darwin. The historian of the
Northern Territory's war, Prof. Page 1 of 2. While men did abscond and loot in the chaotic days following the
attacks, the stories have become folkloric. The remaining bombs found targets in a huge killing zone
extending over 40 square kilometres. A bomb made with a deadly cocktail of agricultural fertilizer, diesel fuel,
and ammonium nitrate had been planted in the back of the truck and was set to detonate in a short time Allied
military forces in Singapore surrendered to the Japanese on 15 February with , Allied personnel taken
prisoner, including 15, Australians. It had lasted just over half an hour. This would have helped researchers to
verify his claims while aiding further enquiries. During January Japan had occupied Manila, resulting in the
retreat of American and Philippine forces to the Bataan Peninsula in the Philippines, and extended its
campaign through the Dutch East Indies. Reports were radioed to Darwin but were not acted upon with
urgency. His father was a physician and son of Erasmus Darwin, a poet, philosopher and naturalist. Most of
the names of those killed in Darwin on that day are in fact not recorded here on this Roll of Honour. Australia
was a focus for shipping across the two ocean basins, the Indian and Pacific, either side of the continent. Three
hundred twenty-four other buildings within a sixteen block radius were also severely damaged because of a
lack of national security. A little more contextual material relating to happenings before and after the attack on
February 19 would have assisted readers in coming to their own conclusions about the significance of this
event on the progress of the Pacific war. Darwin has many followers of his theory of evolution but there are
many people who are trying to disprove his theory. This is a view I share. Darwin was not a great student and
he decided to become a clergy so he transferred to Cambridge University. In the harbor, despite lack of
warning, the crews of navy ships manned their guns with remarkable courage as Japanese bombs rained down
on their ships. The attack, led by the same commander responsible for the bombing of Pearl Harbour in , was
part of a Japanese plan to take control of all countries in the Pacific Rim. The federal government reacted
accordingly and proceeded with measures to boost the safety of the people of Darwin, and the morale of the
country Horrifically I saw the Darwin Hospital being bombed in an act of malicious damage, but fortunately
there was no loss of life. Although Imperial Japanese forces were not planning to invade or occupy the
continent, they were determined to close Torres Strait, divert or attack seaborne cargoes, destroy Australian
military facilities and disrupt life around the Top End. A fleet of ships carrying Australian and American
troops and supplies, escorted by USS Houston, had returned to port after an attack by Japanese aircraft and
submarines. But there was little jubilation in Australia. Many people believed that it was simply American
aircraft returning from war but, as the crashing of bombs and the crackle of machine gun fire began from over
Japanese aircraft, it soon became clear that this was not the case.


